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The objective of public resource allocation, e.g., the deployment of billboards, surveillance cameras, base stations, trash bins,

is to serve more people. However, due to the dynamics of human mobility patterns, people are distributed unevenly on the

spatial and temporal domains. As a result, in many cases, redundant resources have to be deployed to meet the crowd coverage

requirements, which leads to high deployment costs and low usage. Fortunately, with the development of unmanned vehicles,

the dynamic allocation of those public resources becomes possible. To this end, we provide the first attempt to design an

effective and efficient scheduling algorithm for the dynamic public resource allocation. We formulate the problem as a novel

multi-agent long-term maximal coverage scheduling (MALMCS) problem, which considers the crowd coverage and the energy

limitation during a whole day. Two main components are employed in the system: 1) multi-step crowd flow prediction, which
makes multi-step crowd flow prediction given the current crowd flows and external factors; and 2) energy adaptive scheduling,
which employs a two-step heuristic algorithm, i.e., energy adaptive scheduling (EADS), to generate a scheduling plan that

maximizes the crowd coverage within the service time for agents. Extensive experiments based on real crowd flow data in

Happy Valley (a popular theme park in Beijing) demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of our approach.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The objective of public resource allocation, e.g., the deployment of billboards, surveillance cameras, base stations,

trash bins, aims to serve or cover more people. However, due to the nature of human mobility, the crowd

distribution is highly uneven on both spatial and temporal domains. As a result, redundant resources have to be

deployed to guarantee the desired crowd coverage, which in many cases leads to high deployment cost and low

usage. Figure 1(a) shows the utilization of 95 trash bins during the whole day in Happy Valley (a popular theme

park in Beijing), where 70%∼80% trash bins are not fully utilized. Apart from the outdated deployment due to

the development of the park, we further find the utilization varies from time to time. The crowd distributions

at 11:00 and 18:00 are visualized in Figure 1(b) and 1(c). It is clear that the trash bins marked with rectangles

are not always in service. Non-fully utilized deployment is more undesirable if the resource is expensive, e.g.,

the billboards. Therefore, there are some works [22, 49] studying how to select the best locations for billboard

placement, but those locations are still static.

(b) The crowd flows at 11:00. (c) The crowd flows at 18:00.(a) Trash bin utilization.

Fig. 1. Motivating Example.

Based on these observations, a natural question arises: is it possible to serve more people with fewer resources,

if these public resources are mobile? Fortunately, with the rapid development of the robotic systems, various

unmanned vehicles emerge for logistic or transportation purposes, as shown in Figure 2(a). Furthermore, some

companies, like JD.com, are developing the common mobile bases
1
(shown in Figure 2(b)) that can carry any

payload, which can make the resource mobile. However, it is still a non-trivial task to design effective scheduling

for these dynamic public resources (or mobile agents) for the following reasons:

• Maximal Crowd Coverage & Limited Resource. We want to serve as many people as possible with lim-

ited resources. The static public resource allocation itself is essentially a well-known maximum k coverage

problem [16] which is NP-hard. The mobile/dynamic resource setting makes it more difficult, as the status in

different time steps needs to be considered dynamically.

• Energy Limitation. The energy capacity of mobile agents is limited. If we move them very aggressively

according to the current crowd distribution, their energy can drain up very quickly. Hence, the system requires

an accurate long-term prediction and an energy-aware scheduling method.

1
https://bit.ly/2WxKpdj
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(a) Unmanned Vehicles. (b) Common Mobile Base.

Fig. 2. Opportunity of Mobile Agents.

• Large Action Space. Mobile agents can move to any place within an area, which leads to a huge action space.

Thus, finding the global optimal solution is extremely difficult.

To this end, the system first employs a Multi-step Crowd Flow Prediction module, which uses a spatio-temporal

crowd flow model to predict a long-term crowd flow in each grid region based on the current crowd flow

observation and other external factors. With the knowledge of crowd flow distribution in the long-term, we

design the Energy Adaptive Scheduling algorithm. The energy adaptive scheduling assigns the agents to next

locations according to the predicted crowd flows and their current status (i.e., remaining energy and current

location) in order to maximize the whole day crowd coverage. Because the accuracy deteriorates significantly in

the long-term prediction, we borrow the idea from Model Predictive Control (MPC) [8], which is also known as a

model-based reinforcement learning approach [15, 29], where we optimize the schedule over a fixed future time

horizon using the pre-built system model and current observations. However, only actions in the upcoming time

step are executed. In the next time step, the system re-calculates the schedule based on the current status and

the newly predicted crowd flows to mitigate the prediction and scheduling errors. The main contributions are

summarized as follows:

• We provide the first attempt to study the dynamic public resource allocation problem and present a solution

framework incorporating long-term crowd flow prediction and multi-agent scheduling.

• We define the scheduling task as a multi-agent long-term maximal coverage scheduling (MALMCS) problem,

and prove its NP-hardness.

• We propose a two-step efficient and effective heuristic algorithm Energy Adaptive Scheduling (EADS) to handle

MALMCS, where the allocation strategy is adaptive according to the remaining energy of each agent.

• Experimental results demonstrated that EADS achieves 80.0% and 56.8% resource reduction compared with

the current deployment and the static maximal coverage deployment strategies, respectively. We also have

released the code and data for public use
2
.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives the problem statement and system overview.

Section 3 presents the multi-step crowd flow prediction. Section 4 describes energy adaptive scheduling. Ex-

periments and case studies are conducted in Section 5. Related works are summarized in Section 6. Section 7

concludes the paper.

2
https://github.com/sjruan/malmcs
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2 OVERVIEW
In this section, we first give some preliminaries and used notations, then we define the multi-agent long-term

maximal coverage scheduling problem (MALMCS) and outline our solution framework.

2.1 Preliminaries
Definition 2.1. (Location) The area is divided into a set of disjoint uniform grid locations G = {дi }.

Definition 2.2. (Agent) A mobile public resource is defined as an agent, which has an energy limitation E, and a
service radius r . The service radius r determines the area that can be served by the agent. The energy cost ci j is
incurred when an agent moves from дi to дj . An agent ak is associated with a status stk at time interval Tt , which

is a tuple, i.e., [ptk , e
t
k ], indicating its location p

t
k ∈ G and the remaining energy etk .

The service area is the property of a certain resource, and we assume each public resource is sufficient to serve

the crowds in its service area. For example, the service area of the surveillance camera is the area it can monitor.

If r = 1, the service area only contains the grid that the agent stands, while if r = 2, the service area contains the

grid where it stands and its surrounding 8 grids, etc. The energy cost from дi to дj is related to many factors, such

as the distance of the routes and roads inclination. Modeling the energy consumption between different locations

is not the main focus of the paper, and there are several existing studies [4, 30, 39]. The road network data can

be obtained from managers of the area of the interest, or even inferred from the mobility data [36]. Given the

geographical and the road network data, the energy consumption between different locations can be computed

in advance.

Definition 2.3. (Crowd Coverage) The crowd coverage in a time interval Tt is defined as the total number of

people in the designated area covered by at least one agent during Tt . We define дi ∈ G is covered by an agent, if

and only if дi is in the service area of the agent. We use indicator yti to denote whether дi ∈ G is covered by at

least one agent during Tt , and λ
t
i to represent the number of people in дi during Tt . So, the crowd coverage covTt

is defined as covTt =
∑
дi ∈G yti λ

t
i .

Note that, the human mobility data in each grid during a certain period of time can be obtained from base

stations [19], check-ins of mobile Apps [38], or the processing of crowd sourced trajectories [20, 21].

Definition 2.4. (Charge Station) There is an immobilized charge station дω ∈ G in the study area. All agents

must start and terminate their trips at дω .

2.2 Problem Statement

We formulate the energy-constrained dynamic resource allocation task as the multi-agent long-term maximal

coverage scheduling problem. The formal definition is given as follows.

Given a set of mobile agents A = {ak |k = 1, ...,K}, service time intervals T = {Tt |t = 1, ...,n}, a service
radius r , the energy limitation E, and the location of a charge station дω , we want to find a schedule that covers

people as much as possible without using up the energy of each individual agent before the agents return the

charge station.

Under the perfect knowledge of future crowd flows, the optimization problem can be formulated as an Integer

Linear Programming (ILP) problem with the following decision variables: x ti jk = 1, if ak travels from дi to дj at

the beginning of Tt , x
t
i jk = 0, otherwise; utik = 1 if ak is in дi during Tt , u

t
ik = 0, otherwise.

The mathematical formulation is given in Equation 1, with following three groups of constraints: structure

constraints, coverage constraints, and energy constraints.
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Structure Constraints. The constraint (1b) makes sure there is no route from locations except for the charge

station дω at the beginning of the scheduling. Constraint (1c) guarantees that all agents start and end their routes

at the charge station дω , and each agent will be at exactly one location atT1 andTn . The constraint (1d) determines

the connectivity of each route. The constraint (1e) ensures that during each time intervalTt ∈ T , each location дi
is visited by at most one agent.

Coverage Constraints. Let C(дi , r ) denotes the location set whose service area with radius r contains дi . The
constraint (1f) means, if yti = 1, then at least one дj ∈ C(дi , r ) has an agent during Tt .
Energy Constraints. Constraint (1g) guarantees the energy cost of each agent back to the charge station after

the service time doesn’t exceed the energy limitation E.

maximize

{utik }ikt

∑
t ∈T

∑
дi ∈G

yti λ
t
i (1a)

subject to

∑
ak ∈A

∑
дi ∈G\{дω },дj ∈G

x1i jk = 0, (1b)∑
ak ∈A

∑
дj ∈G

x1ω jk =
∑
ak ∈A

∑
дi ∈G

xn+1iωk = K , (1c)∑
дh ∈G

x thik =
∑
дj ∈G

x t+1i jk = u
t
ik , ∀дi ∈ G,Tt ∈ T ,ak ∈ A, (1d)∑

ak ∈A

utik ≤ 1, ∀дi ∈ G,Tt ∈ T , (1e)∑
дj ∈C(дi ,r )

∑
ak ∈A

utjk ≥ yti , ∀дi ∈ G,Tt ∈ T , (1f)∑
t ∈T∪{tn+1 }

∑
дi ,дj ∈G

ci jx
t
i jk ≤ E, ∀ak ∈ A (1g)

Note that in this setting, we omit the moving time of agents among different locations due to following two

reasons: 1) The usage scenarios of mobile agents usually are in a small region due to management convenience

and energy limitation, so that mobile agents can move to different locations in a short time; 2) The decision

interval usually is long. Public resources like trash bins, billboards can only at service when they are fixed.

Frequent moving leads to bad user experiences and low utilization. Therefore, in a majority of real-world cases,

the decision interval (e.g., 1 hour) is much longer than the moving time (e.g., 1 min).

Such a problem of the multi-agent long-term maximal coverage scheduling problem is NP-hard as proven in

Theorem 1 below.

Theorem 1 (NP-difficulty). The multi-agent long-term maximal coverage scheduling problem (MALMCS) is

NP-hard.

Proof. We reduce our problem of multi-agent long-term maximal coverage scheduling problem (MALMCS)

to a team orienteering problem with time window (TOPTW) [43], which is known to be NP-hard. The goal of

the team orienteering problem (TOP) is to determine k paths with fixed starting and ending vertices, where

each path should be within the time limitation (or distance limitation), that maximizes the total collected score

at each vertex. Furthermore, if the score at each vertex can only be collected at a certain time window, this

problem is called TOPTW. In MALMCS, we can view the energy limitation as the distance budget, and the energy

cost between two locations as the distance cost. If r = 1, we can view the crowd flows λti as a score that can
be collected at дi at the beginning of time interval Tt . Then, our problem boils down to TOPTW. Thus, for any
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Fig. 3. An Overview of System.

instance of TOPTW, we can find an instance of MALMCS by setting r = 1, and the answers are the same. Thus,

TOPTW is reducible to MALMCS, which completes the proof of NP-difficulty. □

The ILP model is proposed to provide a global optimum solution as our baseline. However, due to its NP-

hardness, with the increasing number of locations and agents, the optimal solution becomes computationally

intractable. Because of this, an effective and efficient heuristic algorithm, i.e., energy adaptive scheduling (EADS)

is proposed in Section 4 to provide an approximate solution.

As described, the MALMCS problem requires the perfect knowledge of future crowd flows. However, given the

dynamic nature of crowd flows, the long-term predictions are inaccurate in a real-world application. Therefore, a

Model Predictive Control (MPC) approach is employed to solve the challenge. At the end of time step Tcur ∈
[T0,Tn−1], based on the real-time crowd flow observations and external factors, the crowd flows of [Tcur+1,Tn]
are predicted. Then, MALMCS problem is solved again with the optimization horizon T = {Tt |t = cur + 1, ...,n},
based on the predictions and the current status of the agents. Based on MPC principle, only the first action is

executed.

2.3 System Framework
Figure 3 gives an overview of our system, which consists of two main components:

Multi-step Crowd Flow Prediction. In this component, a multi-step crowd flow prediction model is trained

based on historical crowd flow observations and other external factors. Then this component gives crowd flow

predictions until the end of the service time during the online scheduling phase.

Energy Adaptive Scheduling. This component decides the actions of the agents at the next time step, based

on the multi-step crowd flow prediction results and their current status (i.e., location and energy). There are two

main steps: 1) multi-level max cover scheduling, which tries to assign agents to maximal coverage locations in

future time steps if the energy constraint is not violated. And 2) energy-aware scheduling, which is called to find a

schedule that obtains as much crowd coverage as possible when the maximal coverage location assignment is not

feasible.

Proc. ACM Interact. Mob. Wearable Ubiquitous Technol., Vol. 4, No. 1, Article 25. Publication date: March 2020.
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3 MULTI-STEP CROWD FLOW PREDICTION
The MALMCS schedules agents based on the estimation of future crowd flows so that more daily crowd coverage

can be achieved within the energy limitation. Therefore, an accurate crowd flow prediction model is required.

This component serves as a long-term crowd flow predictor, which predicts the value of crowd flows jointly in

all grid locations of the interested region in future several time steps based on historical crowd flows and various

external factors. Formally, the long-term crowd flow prediction task can be formulated as:

Λ̂t+1, ...,t+lpred = f (Λt−lhist+1, ...,t ,Et−lhist+1, ...,t ) (2)

where Λ ∈ Rlhist×I+ is the crowd flows of historical lhist time steps in all I grid locations, E ∈ Rlhist×F is F types

of external factors (e.g., weather, event, time of day, and day of week) varying with time, and Λ̂ ∈ R
lpred×I
+ is

the predicted crowd flows of future lpred steps in all I grids. Note that lpred is equal to the number of decision

intervals n so that even at the first decision time of the day, we can estimate the hourly crowd flow changes until

the end of the service time.

The crowd flow prediction is a task that has been widely studied in the machine learning field [9, 32, 33, 45–48],

where Deep Learning shows its power to capture the spatio-temporal correlation of crowd flows. Note that existing

works of crowd flow time-series prediction usually reshape stacked I grids into H ×W matrix representation, so

that the spatial correlation can be easily captured by the convolution operation.

Due to the crowd flow prediction is not the main focus of this paper, we use the state-of-the-art crowd flow

prediction model, i.e., Matrix Factorization-based STResNet [33] as our predictor. But any other grid-based crowd

flow prediction model can be used as an alternative method as long as it can achieve the goal defined in Equation 2.

Though the model gives crowd flow predictions with a fixed length, we only leverage the time steps that we

actually needed. For example, at the end of time interval Tcur , the predictor predicts Λ̂
cur+1, ...,cur+lpred

, but only

Λ̂cur+1, ...,n
is actually used.

4 ENERGY ADAPTIVE SCHEDULING

4.1 Overview
This component decides the movement of each agent to serve more crowd in the future time steps. A scheduling

strategy that covers all remaining time of the day is generated based on the multi-step predictions of the crowd

flows and the current status of the agents (i.e., their locations and remaining energy). However, only the schedule

of the next one time step is executed, following the principle of MPC, as the predictions at later time steps are

less accurate.

Since our multi-agent long-term maximal coverage scheduling problem (i.e., MALMCS) is NP-hard, it is

impossible to derive the optimal solution efficiently. To this end, we propose a two-step heuristic solution, i.e.,

Energy Adaptive Scheduling (EADS) to approximately solve the problem. The main idea here is to first find a

schedule to visit the maximal k coverage locations at each step. If there is not enough energy for the agents to

execute the plan, we then use the energy limits as the search bound to find a schedule that is as close as possible

to the optimal location assignment. Algorithm 1 demonstrates the main framework with two steps: the first

step Multi-level Max Cover Scheduling, which calculates an assignment of the agents to move to the k maximal

coverage locations in each future time step, i.e., Line 1-2. If the energy constraint is not violated, the generated

schedule is returned; Otherwise, the second step Energy-aware Scheduling, i.e., Line 6, is called. Energy-aware
Scheduling finds a schedule with a feasible schedule using a heuristic derived from the data analytics of crowd

flows, and the resulting schedule is returned.
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Algorithm 1 Energy Adaptive Scheduling.

Input: The predicted multi-step crowd flows Λ̂cur+1,n ; the current status of agents Scur ;
Output: The location of each agent at the next time step Tcur+1;
//Multi-level Max Cover Scheduling

1: Lcur+1,n ← MultiLevelMaxCover (Λ̂cur+1,n ,K , r );

2: {pcur+1,nk }K
1
← MaxMinAssiдn(Scur ,Lcur+1,n ,дω );

3: if mink remain(scurk ,pcur+1,tnk ,дω ) ≥ 0 then
4: return {pcur+1k }K

1
;

5: else
//Energy-aware Scheduling

6: {pcur+1,nk }K
1
← EnerдyAwareSchedulinд(Scur , Λ̂cur+1,n );

7: return {pcur+1k }K
1
;

4.2 Multi-level Max Cover Scheduling

Main Idea. The intuition of multi-level max cover scheduling is that if it is possible to assign all agents to the

maximal coverage locations at each future time step, an optimal coverage schedule can be obtained. Then, we

just need to check whether there exists a feasible multi-level location assignment where the energy limitation is

not violated. If the minimum remaining energy among all agents after the scheduling is not a negative number,

then a solution is feasible. As a result, the procedure contains two main steps: 1) finding the maximal k coverage

locations in each future time step; and 2) assigning agents to multi-level locations, which maximizes the minimum

individual remaining energy among all agents, and the feasibility is checked.

Step 1. Max Coverage Location Selection. Given the prediction of crowd flows, maximal coverage locations

can be calculated in each future time step. If the service area of an agent only contains the grid cell that it stands,

i.e., r = 1, the optimal solution just selects locations with the top-k crowd flow volumes. Otherwise, when the

service area contains multiple grids, e.g., all nine nearby grids, max coverage location selection is equivalent

to the budgeted maximal k coverage [16], which is a well-known NP-hard problem. A greedy solution is used

widely to tackle this problem, with a theoretical bound to be optimal of 1 − 1

e [31]. It chooses a set that contains

the maximum weight of uncovered elements at each stage.

(a) Crowd Flows. (b) Service Score. (c) Uncovered Crowd Flows. (d) Updated Service Score.
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Fig. 4. An Example of Max-k-Cover Location Selection.

Example. Figure 4 gives an example of calculating the max k cover location at a time step. The service area of an

agent contains the location where it stands and its eight nearby grids. Figure 4(a) is the predicted crowd flows at

the next time step. The service score of each grid can be calculated to sum the crowd flows in its service area, as

shown in Figure 4(b). For example, the location with score 85 in Figure 4(b) is the sum of crowd flows in the red

rectangle in Figure 4(a). Among all the service scores, the location with maximum value, e.g., 85, is selected, and
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the crowd flow is updated by removing crowd flows in the service area, as shown in Figure 4(c). After that, the

service score is updated based on the uncovered crowd flow, as shown in Figure 4(d), to select the next location.

This process is terminated until k locations are selected. The maximal k coverage locations in each future time

step are selected using this method.

Step 2. Max Min Energy Assignment. In this step, we want to find a multi-level location assignment to

maximize the minimum remaining energy among all agents after the scheduling. Thus, if the agent with the

minimum remaining energy after the scheduling still has positive remaining energy, the schedule is executable.

The agent with the minimum remaining energy is also the agent with the maximum energy cost. So the

max min energy assignment is equivalent to the min max cost assignment. As a result, the problem can be

formulated as a classic multi-level bottleneck assignment problem (MBAP), which is known as NP-hard [6]. An

effective heuristic algorithm [2] is widely used based on the iterative solution of the single-level linear bottleneck

assignment problem (LBAP). Note that, LBAP can be solved in polynomial time using the threshold algorithm [1].

The main idea contains two steps. In the first step, an initial assignment is obtained by solving LBAP in each

adjacent layer. In the second step, we iteratively solve LBAP in each layer by fixing arc assignments in other

layers until no further improvement.

a1

a2

l1 l3

l4l2

7

10

9
4

3
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8
3

Tcur Tcur+1 Tcur+2

a1      l2      l4: 13
a2      l1      l3:  7

Initial Assignment

Adjusted Assignment
a1      l2      l3: 12
a2      l1      l4: 12

Fig. 5. Multi-level Bottleneck Assignment Example.

Example. An example is given in Figure 5. Assume there are 2 agents a1 and a2, and two future time steps. The

maximal locations are selected as l1, l2 and l3, l4, respectively. The energy costs between locations are displayed

on the edges. It should be noted that due to the agents at Tcur already have some energy cost, and all agents

have to go back to the charge station at Tcur+3, the spent energy is added to the first layer edges, and the energy

costs going back to дω are also added to the last layer edges, so that we can find an assignment that the maximal

individual total energy cost is minimized. In the first step, we solve LBAP in [Tcur ,Tcur+1] and [Tcur+1,Tcur+2]
independently. So that an initial assignment is obtained with the maximal cost 13 (shown in the initial assignment

box). In the second step, we iteratively solve LBAP over each adjacent layer while the assignment in other layers

is fixed and their costs are taken into consideration. For example, we fix the layer [Tcur ,Tcur+1], and adjust layer

[Tcur+1,Tcur+2], then a better assignment can be achieved with the maximal energy cost decreasing to 12, shown

as the adjusted assignment box. This process is terminated when there is no further improvement. After we obtain

the min max cost assignment, if the maximum cost among all agents is smaller than the energy limitation, then a

feasible schedule is obtained and returned. Otherwise, the energy-aware scheduling in section 4.3 is employed.

4.3 Energy-Aware Scheduling

Overview. If the remaining energy of the agents is not enough to execute the multi-level max cover scheduling,

a heuristic energy-aware scheduling method is employed, which allocates agents to approximate the multi-level

max cover scheduling with the energy constraint.

We first perform the data analysis over the historical crowd flow dataset, where we find two unique properties:

• Spatial hot spots. The crowd flow is not uniformly distributed. For example, Figure 6(a) gives an overview of

the daily averaged crowd flows, where several spatial hot spots can be identified.
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• Spatio-temporal correlation. In consecutive time intervals, people trend to move to nearby locations. For example,

Figures 6(b)-(e) show the changes of crowd flows from 11:00 to 14:00, where A, B, and C are all relatively hot

but with minor differences.

(a) Average Crowd Flow. (e) Crowd Flow at 14:00.

(b) Crowd Flow at 11:00. (c) Crowd Flow at 12:00.

A
B

C

A
B

C

A
B

C

A
B

C

(d) Crowd Flow at 13:00.

Fig. 6. Insights from Crowd Flow Data.

Above observations give us two insights: 1) the crowd flows are highly skewed, so a relatively good crowd

coverage can be obtained even if we let the agents stay in those spatial hot spots over the day; 2) the difference of

the crowd flow spatial distributions in adjacent time steps is minor, so the location adjustment is not necessary

for all agents in each time step.

To realize the insights, we propose a hill climbing [27] based heuristic scheduling algorithm energy-aware
scheduling, which consists two steps: 1) policy initialization, and 2) greedy adjustment. The pseudo-code is given
in Algorithm 2. In policy initialization step, an allocation strategy that fulfills the energy limitation is obtained

(Line 1). The strategy assigns the agents to maximal coverage locations of future averaged crowd flows inspired

by the first insight. In greedy adjustment step, a greedy location adjustment is performed to iterate over all agents

and all the possible adjustments at the remaining time steps to find the best location adjustment with maximal

crowd coverage gain (Line 2-4). When we adjust the location for an agent at a time step, the locations of the

other agents remain unchanged, inspired by the second insight.

Algorithm 2 Energy-aware Scheduling.

Input: Predicted crowd flows Λ̂cur+1,n ; status of agents Scur ;

Output: Location of agents in future time steps {pcur+1,nk }K
1
;

//Step 1. Policy Initialization
1: {pcur+1,nk }K

1
← PolicyInit(Scur , Λ̂cur+1,n );

//Step 2. Greedy Adjustment
2: while there is still coverage gain do
3: a,T ,д,дain ← SelectBest(Scur , {pcur+1,nk }K

1
, Λ̂cur+1,n );

4: Update the assignment for a to д at T ;

5: return {pcur+1,nk }K
1

Step 1. Policy Initialization. In this step, a feasible allocation strategy is obtained by assigning agents to

locations of the maximal future average crowd flow within energy limitation. The intuition is that even if the

agents do not move in any future time steps, we can still get relatively good crowd coverage.

However, due to the energy limitation, not all of the locations are feasible for an agent to stay so that they

will still have energy going back to the charge station. So the candidate location set should be obtained firstly.
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Individually checking whether a location is feasible is time-consuming, thus a spatial pruning technique is

proposed. We calculate the candidate set for each agent to reduce the action space according to its current

location, remaining energy, and the destination.

We first discuss an ideal case, where the energy consumption is proportional to the Euclidean distance the

agent travels between target locations. We denote the current location as A, and the destination (charge station)

as B, there are two possible cases to calculate the candidate location set:

(a) A&B in the same location. (b) A&B in different locations.

d

2a

A B

A/B

Fig. 7. Candidate Location Set.

(1) A and B are in the same location. As demonstrated in Figure 7(a), the candidate location set is a circle with

A or B as the center and the diameter d is the distance can be traveled by the remaining energy. In another

word, the agent cannot go to locations which cost more than 1/2 remaining energy.

(2) A and B are in different locations. The candidate location set is an ellipse withA and B as the foci (in Figure 7(b)),

and the distance 2a is distance can be traveled by the remaining energy.

In a more realistic case, as we discussed in Section 2.1, the energy consumption is related to the road network

distance and other geographical factors between locations. The solution is that we can first derive a largest

possible traveling distance from the remaining energy (e.g., going straight on the plain ground), and then use

that distance to obtain an upper bound of the candidate location set. After such a spatial bound is calculated, we

can obtain the actual candidate location set based on pre-computed energy cost through a refinement process.

After the candidate location set is obtained, the candidate location among all agents with the maximum

coverage is selected. If a location is covered by more than one candidate location set, the agent with a smaller

energy cost is assigned. This process is repeated until all agents are assigned.

(a) Future Averaged Crowd Flow. (b) Initialized Policy.

Agent a1 Agent a2 Charge Station

Iteration 2: (2,2)Iteration 1: (5,5)

Steps

a1

a2

[(2,6),12]

[(6,6),7]

Tcur

[(5,5),5]

[(2,2),8]

Tcur+1

[(5,5),5]

[(2,2),8]

Tn

[(4,4),3]

[(4,4),4]

Tn+1…

…

…[(5,5),5]

[(2,2),8]

Tcur+2

1 1 1 1 1 1

1 5 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 9 1

1 1 1 1 1 1

1

2

3

4

5

61 2 3 4 5

6

Fig. 8. Policy Initialization Example.

Example. For example, in Figure 8, we have 2 agents and a charge station. Suppose r = 1, and the energy

cost between two locations is Manhattan distance. At time step Tcur , the two agents are at (2, 6) and (6, 6) with
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remaining energy 12 and 7 respectively. The future averaged crowd flow is shown in Figure 8(a), in which the

candidate locations are marked. In the first iteration, the location with the maximal coverage value (5, 5) is
selected. Although both agents can reach this location, we assign it to the closest one, i.e., a2. Then we assign the

location with the secondary large coverage value (2, 2) to a1. Finally, we obtain a feasible policy as Figure 8(b).

Step 2. Greedy Adjustment. To get more coverage, a greedy adjustment is performed by adjusting locations

for agents in future time steps, until there is no coverage gain, as shown in Algorithm 2 line 2-4. The coverage

gain is defined as the difference of crowd coverage by replacing an original location with a new location while

the other locations selected remain unchanged. In each iteration, a location l with the maximal coverage gain for

agent ak in a future time step Tt is selected, and we update the assignment for agent ak . This process continues
until there is no further coverage improvement within agents’ energy limitations.

The function SelectBest is described in Algorithm 3, which iterates over all agents and future time steps,

to select an adjustment with the maximal coverage gain. In line 7, a candidate location set for adjustment is

generated for each agent. Line 8 selects a location in the candidate set with the maximal coverage gain. Finally,

the best adjustment with overall maximal coverage gain is returned.

Algorithm 3 SelectBest.

Input: The current status of agents Scur ; the current policy {pcur+1,nk }K
1
;the predicted crowd flows Λ̂cur+1,n ;

Output: Adjusted agent a∗; adjusted time T ∗; adjusted location д∗; adjusted coverage gain дain∗

1: a∗,T ∗,д∗ ← null ;
2: дain∗ ← 0;

3: for ak ∈ A do
4: r ← remain(scurk ,pcur+1,tnk ,дω ); ▷ the remaining energy of the current schedule

5: for Tt ∈ T do
6: avail ← r + cost(pt−1k ,p

t
k ) + cost(p

t
k ,p

t+1
k ); ▷ the total available energy by unfixing location assignment at Tt

7: C ← GetCandiLocations(pt−1k ,p
t+1
k ,avail); ▷ obtain feasible candidate location within the energy limitation

8: д,дain ← SelectMax(C, Λ̂t , {ptk }
K
1
,ak , r ); ▷ select a location with maximum coverage gain among candidates

9: if дain > дain∗ then
10: a∗,T ∗,д∗,дain∗ ← ak ,Tt ,д,дain;

11: return a∗,T ∗,д∗,дain∗

The idea of generating candidate locations is similar to the approach in policy initialization, in which we can

derive a candidate location upper bound using the current location and the remaining energy of an agent. When

adjusting the location for agent k in time stepTt , we keep the assignments in other time steps unchanged. To this

end, we set the locations of the agent at Tt−1 and Tt+1 as the center/foci, and original remaining energy before

adjustment plus the consumption between [Tt−1,Tt+1] as the available energy for this adjustment, as shown in

Line 6.

Example. Following the example in Figure 8, to get the candidate adjustment locations of a1 at tcur+1, we
first calculate the available energy by recycling the energy cost from Tcur to Tcur+2 to the final remaining, i.e.,

4+ 4+ 0 = 8. The bound of candidate adjustment locations is a ellipse with (2, 6) and (2, 2) as its foci, and 8 as the
length of major axis. After refinement, the candidate adjustment locations of both agents at Tcur+1 and Tcur+2
are marked in Figure 9(a). We then derive the locations with max coverage gain in all time steps and agents, as

shown in Figure 9(b). In this example, if we move a1 from (2, 2) to (3, 2), the max coverage gain, 9 − 2 = 7, is

achieved. Finally, we update the current policy, as shown in Figure 10.

Analysis. The hill-climbing based heuristic algorithm is not bound to find the optimal solution, and there exist

many meta-heuristic algorithms like tabu search [10], simulated annealing [41] to avoid getting stuck in local
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(a) Predicted Crowd Flow. (b) Select Max Coverage Gain Location.
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Fig. 9. Greedy Adjustment Example.

Steps

a1 [(2,6),12]

Tcur

[(3,2),7]

Tcur+1

[(2,2),6]

Tn

[(4,4),2]

Tn+1…

…[(2,2),6]

Tcur+2

Fig. 10. Update Allocation Policy for a1.

optima. However those optimization techniques are not used for following three reasons: 1) the initial policy

already reaches a good crowd coverage due to the spatial hot spots of the crowd flows explained in Figure 6; 2)

those algorithms use random "noise" to escape the local optima, which introduce higher computational costs to

find a better solution and are not efficient in real-time scheduling; 3) the predictions of the crowd flows are not

totally perfect, even if we spend huge efforts to obtain a higher crowd coverage based on the predictions, the

improvement towards the true crowd flows is also limited. Therefore, those methods are not discussed in the

paper, but we do compare the performance of EADS with the optimal solution in Section 5.3.

5 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we conduct extensive experiments to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of our system. We

first describe the real dataset used and the experimental setup in the paper. Then the comparisons of different

deploy strategies and algorithms under different parameter settings are evaluated. Finally, a case study in Happy

Valley demonstrates the effectiveness of our system.

5.1 Experimental Settings

Datasets. The following 4 datasets are used in the experiments.

• Crowd Flows.We scraped the crowd flow data in Beijing Happy Valley from 1/1/2018 - 10/31/2018 from Tencent

crowd flow heat map
3
. Each location (a 10m × 10m grid) has a crowd flow observation each hour. The area of

interest is about 5.5× 105m2
, containing 51×108=5,508 uniform grids. The average hourly crowd flows are 6,470,

and the average daily crowd flows are 77,650, which are the accumulation of hourly crowd flows. In order to

train a more accurate prediction model, we also obtain some external features from public websites, including

the weather
4
, which contains outlook, temperature, and wind speed in every hour, and the promotional

information (i.e., time-variant ticket prices) from the account of Happy Valley in WeChat.

• Trash Bins. We collect the real locations of 95 trash bins in Happy Valley by an on-field investigation. The

spatial distribution of trash bins is visualized in Figure 1.

3
https://heat.qq.com/

4
http://www.weather.com.cn/weather/101010300.shtml
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Baselines. We compare our proposed algorithm EADS against the following two dynamic scheduling baselines.

The first one the optimal solution, and the second one is an aggressive scheduling strategy.

• B&B.We employ the commonly used branch and bound [18] algorithm to obtain the optimal solution of the

ILP problem through a modern ILP solver PuLP
5
.

• MYOPIC, which is an aggressive allocation strategy. It schedules agents only based on the predicted crowd flows

in the next time step. The maximal coverage location within the energy limitation is selected and assigned for

each agent in the remaining energy increasing order.

Variants.We also compare EADS with two different types of variants.

• EADS-Inf. It is the EADS scheduling strategy with adequate energy case, which means only the multi-level max

cover scheduling will be executed at each decision time.

• EADS-nMPC. Instead of adjusting the scheduling decision at each decision time following the MPC principle,

this method plans the schedules only once at the beginning of the service time.

For dynamic policies, the crowd flow prediction model is used by default. But in order to evaluate their theoretical

performances if the prediction model is perfect, the scheduling results based on future ground-truth crowd flows

are also shown with methods in (Theo.) suffix.

Implementations. All the above algorithms are implemented in Python. The multi-step crowd flow prediction

model is implemented by MXNet and trained with one NVIDIA 1080Ti GPU. Besides, experiments are conducted

on a workstation with an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E3-1225 @ 3.3GHz, 16GB memory, and Windows 10 OS.

Evaluation Methods. The allocation performance is evaluated during 10/1/2018-10/31/2018. According to the

opening hours of Happy Valley, the first service time interval is 10:00-11:00, while the last service time interval is

21:00-22:00. Besides, the decision interval is an hour, the charge station is located in the center of the study area,

and the energy consumption calculation is based on Euclidean distance due to no extra geographical data. We

conduct our dynamic allocation on each day, and the averaged daily crowd coverage and the averaged running

time per decision over evaluation days are used as the evaluation metrics. The averaged daily crowd coverage

(ADCC) is defined as:

ADCC =

∑
d ∈D

∑
Tt ∈T cov

d
Tt

|D|
(3)

whereD is the evaluation day set, T is service time intervals of each day, and covdTt is the crowd coverage during

time interval Tt at day d .

Tranining Details & Hyperparameters. To obtain the multi-step crowd flow prediction model, we use the

mean squared error as the loss function and leverage Adam [17] to perform network training. The initial learning

rate is set as 0.01, and we apply the learning rate decay every 10 epochs with a ratio of 0.1. We use a ratio of 9:1

to split the dataset in temporal range 1/1/2018-9/30/2018 for training and validation. For hyperparameters, we

use records of previous 7 hours (lhist = 7) to predict crowd flows of future 12 hours (lpred = 12) because we need

to look 12 steps ahead till the end of the service time at the first decision time of each day. We use 1 MFDense

layer, and the region embedding size is set to 4. Those are two internal hyperparameters of MF-STResNet [33].

5
https://pythonhosted.org/PuLP/
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5.2 Dataset Descriptions
In this subsection, we provide some statistics of the crowd flows and the collected trash bins.

Crowd Flow Distributions. The temporal distribution of hourly crowd flows in the area of interest during one

week (10/08/2018-10/14/2018) is depicted in Figure 11(a). It is obvious that the crowd flows in the weekend is

about 2 ∼ 3 times more than workdays because the Happy Valley is a place for entertainment. In addition to

that, though the changes of crowd flows in weekdays (or on weekends) are similar, they are still slightly different

from day to day, which indicates the necessity of using the prediction model. We also characterize the spatial

distribution of crowd flows in Figure 11(b). We rank the spatial grids according to historical crowd flows in

descending order, and calculate the crowd cover percentage in the whole area with the increasing of the taking

up of top grids. The result shows that 80% crowds are distributed in the top 12.6% grids, which indicates the

spatial distribution of crowd flows is highly skewed.

Correlation between Crowd Flows and Trash Bins. As we want to evaluate the effectiveness of public

resource reduction using the trash bin as an evaluation example, we further demonstrate the correlation between

the spatial distribution of crowd flows and trash bins. For comparison convenience, we also plot the trash bin

cover percentage in the whole area with the increasing of the taking up of top popular grids in Figure 11(b). We

found that 80% trash bins are distributed in the top 18.0% grids, which is similar to the result of crowd flows. It is

also interesting to see that about 16% trash bins are distributed in grids with rare crowd flows. We guess it is due

to the trash bins are deployed in the early time of the park. With the rapid development and facility adjustment

of the park, those trash bins fail to serve the crowds nowadays.
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Fig. 11. Dataset Descriptions.

5.3 Effectiveness Evaluation

In this subsection, we demonstrate the necessity of dynamic resource allocation, and the effectiveness as well

as the efficiency of the proposed EADS compared with the optimal solution.

Different Deploy Strategies. We compare different deploy strategies in the average daily crowd coverage

(ADCC) when service radius r = 1 (about 10m) and energy limitation E = 50 (about 500m) in Figure 12. The

Current strategy is the current deployment of 95 trash bins in the theme park. And the Static strategy selects

maximal coverage locations based on the historical average crowd flows, and fixes agents on those locations.
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With the increase in resources, all methods obtain higher daily crowd coverage. Results indicate that all dynamic

methods are significantly superior to the Static deployment approach. Comparing EADS and EADS-nMPC, the
effectiveness of MPC principle is demonstrated, which mitigates the prediction and schedule error using the

re-planning strategy. To meet the same coverage value as the current trash bin deployment, 44 resources are

required for Static, 33 resources are required for EADS-nMPC, 19, 13, 7 resources are needed for EADS, EADS-Inf,
and EADS-Inf (Theo.), respectively. The gap between EADS-Inf (Theo.) and EADS-Inf is due to the prediction error,

which could be reduced if more training data is given. However, even based on the current prediction model

and the energy limitation, EADS achieves 80.0% and 56.8% resource reduction with respect to Current and Static
deployment strategies. The comparison demonstrates the effectiveness and necessity of the proposed dynamic

scheduling.
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Fig. 12. Deploy strategy comparison.

Comparison with the Optimal Solution. Since EADS is a heuristic-based solution, we are interested to know

its effectiveness and efficiency compared with the optimal algorithm. Nevertheless, with the large action space,

the optimal algorithm is not practical in real-world scenarios. Therefore, we aggregate the study area into 5x10=50

grids, and vary the number of agents from 1 to 3, while the other parameters remain unchanged. Note that when

we increase the number of agents to 4, no result returned from the B&B algorithm after an hour waiting, which is

impractical in real scenarios, so we didn’t add it into comparison. The results of EADS and B&B, as well as their
theoretical versions based on the ground-truth crowd, flows with respect to the different number of resources

are reported in Figure 13. The heuristic baseline MYOPIC is also added for comparison. From the perspective of

the ADCC, the proposed EADS has very similar scheduling quality compared with the optimal solution. If the

prediction model is perfect, B&B (Theo.) is only 1.5% better than EADS (Theo.) when the number of resources is

3. Interestingly, when the prediction model is used, EADS is even a little bit better. This is because the optimal

schedule "overfits" the prediction results. Therefore, we believe that in the in the real-world scenarios, EADS
is effective enough comparing with the optimal solution. MYOPIC is better when there is only one resource

but shows much worse performance when there are multiple resources. But its theoretical version is definitely

worse than others. We think the reason might be when the resource is very few, the error caused by prediction

dominates the inappropriate scheduling issue. As for the average decision time, the running time of B&B grows

exponentially due to larger action space, while the decision time for EADS doesn’t exceed 12ms in the same

settings. MYOPIC is the fastest, because only the crowd flows of the next time step are considered when it makes

decisions, while others are based on long-term crowd flow changes.
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Fig. 13. Comparison with the optimal.

5.4 Effect of Different Parameters
In this subsection, we further evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of EADS under different parameter settings.

MYOPIC, which is also a dynamic policy, is used as the competitor.

Parameters. Table 1 shows all parameters in the following experiments, where the default settings are highlighted.

Parameters Settings
Energy Limitation 10,20,...,50,...,150

Number of Resources 10,20,30
Service Radius 1,2,3

Table 1. Parameter Settings.

Different Energy Limitation. Figure 14(a) gives the average daily crowd coverage with respect to different

energy limitations of each agent, and the coverage value upper bound without energy limitation is given in the

grey dash line. With larger energy limitations, both methods lead to higher crowd coverage, but EADS is faster to
reach the coverage upper bound with smaller energy limitations. The average decision efficiency is given in the

same figure as the green line. With the increase of the energy limitation, the decision time first increases, because

there are more locations feasible for an agent to go. However, when the energy continues getting larger, the

running time decreases. This is because, with larger energy, the multi-level max cover scheduling plan becomes

feasible, which requires much less planning time. In general, the maximal decision time doesn’t exceed 2min,

which shows the energy adaptive property of our proposed algorithm. We also evaluate the performance of

EADS and MYOPIC based on the future real crowd flows in Figure 14(b). Under the perfect prediction of crowd

flows, the advantage of EADS is more obvious when the energy is limited. The reason is that when EADS makes

allocation decisions, the changes of crowd flows in the future are also taken into consideration, and the energy is

used wisely. But MYOPIC makes the decision blindly, which only takes the crowd flows at the next time step into

consideration.

Different Number of Resources. Figure 15(a) gives the average daily crowd coverage with respect to different

numbers of resources. As can be seen, EADS outperforms MYOPIC in different resource settings. Besides, more

crowd coverage can be obtained with more agents, because more locations can be served at the same time. The

average decision time of EADS is also shown in the same figure as the green line. With the increasing of agents,

the running time increases due to more decision choices to be made.
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Fig. 14. Different energy limitation.

Different Service Radius. Figure 15(b) gives the average daily crowd coverage with respect to different service

radius of each agent. EADS outperforms MYOPIC in different radius settings. Furthermore, with a larger service

radius, more crowd coverage is obtained. The service radius is an important factor that influences the coverage

value with the same number of resources since a larger service radius means much fewer resources are needed

to deploy. We also report the efficiency results with the green line. With the increase of the service radius, the

running time grows, since each agent has more location choices in order to serve a certain location.
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Fig. 15. Different number of agents and service radius.

5.5 Case Study
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our dynamic resource allocation system, we conduct the dynamic

allocation on a Saturday, 10/13/2018 in simulation.

The spatial and temporal distribution of crowd flows is given in Figure 16. It can be found in Figure 16(a)

that region A is popular at 14:00, but the flows decline and vanish at 18:00. In contrast, the crowd flows in the

region B are not dense at 14:00, but the region becomes a hot spot at 18:00. The temporal distributions of hourly
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crowd flows in two different functional grids over the day are also given in Figure 16(b). It shows the temporal

distributions of crowd flows are significantly different in those regions during the day.

After a thorough investigation in the Happy Valley, we believe that high crowd flows are related to the operation

time of entertainment facilities. In region A, a suspended flying roller coaster is closed at night for security

issues, and it explains why the crowd flow drops at 18:00. In region B, the crowd flows correlates with the price

of daytime and nighttime ticket. Since the price of the nighttime ticket is much cheaper than the price of the

daytime ticket, there are fewer people entering the park at 14:00. And at 18:00, some people leave the park after

playing in the daytime, and some people enter the park with night tickets, which makes the region popular again.

As shown in the figure, our allocation system can successfully predict such variant of crowd flows and allocate

the agents to the target locations at different time intervals. On that day, using EADS, the daily crowd coverage is

increased by 87.25% compared with the static maximal coverage deployment strategy based on historical crowd

flows under the same number of resources setting.

Crowd Flows at 14:00. Crowd Flows at 18:00.
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Fig. 16. Case study.

6 RELATED WORKS

Optimal Control of Dynamic Systems. Reinforcement learning (RL) and model predictive control (MPC) are

the major methods for optimal control of dynamic systems [7, 12]. Most RL algorithms are model-free, and

directly learn the policy from the interaction with the environment. In our problem, the action space of agents is

prohibitively large, even if defined in a multi-agent way [24, 25], which leads to huge computational cost. Besides,

the constraint handling of RL is immature [12, 34].

On the contrary, MPC is model-based, and the feasibility is naturally guaranteed. MPC is particularly helpful

for a stochastic and time-varying model. In some literature [15, 29], model predictive control is also regarded as

a model-based reinforcement learning approach. An MPC-based approach is proposed in [13] to compute the

optimal re-balancing strategy of autonomous using short-term demand forecasts. The problem is formulated as a

mixed integer linear programming problem, and the optimal solution is found using MILP solver. However, the

number of locations in their settings is much smaller than ours, which makes the optimal solution solvable in

real time.

Orienteering Problem. The main objective of orienteering problem (OP) [11, 40] selects a subset of nodes and

define the sequence of selected nodes so that the score is maximized without exceeding the maximum total travel

time (or distance). One of its variants is team orienteering problem with time window (TOPTW) [28, 42], when

the number of route considered is more than one, and each node has a time window constraint. All of these

solutions focus on optimizing robust solutions in a deterministic environment. [14] solves an OP which takes
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the profit with normal distribution into consideration, which focuses on finding a robust preplanned solution.

To the our best knowledge, [26] is the only work to find a policy for TOPTW that reacts to real-time stochastic

visiting duration time. However, our problem is very different, as in our settings, the score is stochastic. Besides,

all of orienteering problems assume that the score of each node is entirely addictive [43], which is not true in our

problem, especially when r > 1.

Public Resource Allocation. The allocation of public resources can be divided into two parts, i.e., static

allocation and dynamic allocation. The static public resource allocation, is similar to location selection with fixed

number of resources, which has been extensively studied [3, 5, 23]. The objective varies according to different

requirements, e.g., minimize the average (or max) cost to reach all clients [3, 5], maximize the number of covered

trajectories [23]. There are few works focusing on the dynamic public resource allocation. Existing works of

dynamic resource allocation is mainly discussed in the cloud environment [37, 44] due to its applications in data

center. [35] dynamically allocates the computing resources in different base station for mobile edge computing

scenario. In this paper, we focus on dynamically allocating the energy constrained mobile agents to maximize the

crowds that can be served.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we provide the first attempt to study the dynamic public resource allocation problem and present

a solution framework incorporating long-term crowd flow prediction and multi-agent scheduling. We define

the scheduling task as a multi-agent long-term maximal coverage scheduling (MALMCS) problem, which is

formulated into an integer linear programming (ILP) problem. MALMCS takes the crowd coverage and energy

limitation during the whole day into consideration, and we prove its NP-hardness. Due to the long-term prediction

is not accurate, we employ the principle of MPC, which makes the schedule for a long-term time horizon, but

only executes actions in the first step. To overcome the challenges of maximizing the crowd coverage with

limited resources, energy limitations, and large action space, a two-stage heuristic algorithm, i.e., energy adaptive

scheduling (EADS) is proposed. In our system, we first build a multi-step crowd flow prediction model, which

incorporates external factors. Then, EADS is employed to address MALMCS in real-time scenarios. Extensive

experiments based on real crowd flow data in Beijing Happy Valley are performed, which demonstrates the

effectiveness and efficiency of our proposed dynamic public resource allocation system. Our system achieves

80.0% and 56.8% resource reduction with respect to the current and the static maximal coverage deployment

strategies, respectively, and EADS significantly outperforms the aggressive allocation strategy. At the same

time, EADS has competitive performance against the optimal solution, however, the planning time is orders

of magnitude faster. In this paper, the traveling time cost and the capacity (if applicable) of the agents are not

considered. In the future, with fine-grained crowd flow data and real-time demands, those constraints can also be

taken into consideration.
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